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Status
 Closed

Subject
Image with Description Loses Constraints

Version
15.x
16.x
17.x

Category
• Usability

Feature
Edit interface (UI)

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
John Morris

Volunteered to solve
luciash d' being []

Lastmod by
John Morris, luciash d' being [], Marc Laporte

Rating
(2)

Description
Describe precisely what you did (how to reproduce)
I uploaded an oversized image to a wiki page. The oversize image constrains nicely on the wiki page with:
Thumbnail: None
Responsive Image: Default

When the following parameters are applied the image renders poorly:
Thumbnail: None
Responsive Image: Default
Caption: Text
Alternative Text: Text

Describe exactly the faulty consequences.
The faulty consequences are the image fly's out of the constrained area of the wiki page into the body of the site when the Caption and Alternative Text params are used.

Explain what you expected instead of the faulty consequences.
I expected the image to constrain nicely in the wiki page as it does when only the Thumbnail and Responsive Image params are applied.

Solution
Add max-width in style on div and the description div around images with the width specified (only). See 61708 and the backports: 61709 and 61710

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
3

Priority
15

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
5990

Created
Saturday 18 June, 2016 03:05:17 GMT-0000
by John Morris

LastModified
Sunday 19 March, 2017 14:23:46 GMT-0000

Comments

luciash d' being □ 27 Feb 17 13:36 GMT-0000
Confirmed. In 15.4 the bug is still there. Thanks for the show. I will fix that...

John Morris 28 Feb 17 01:40 GMT-0000
Thank you Luci, also a related issue, you cannot put two images side by side with text caption, they will not stay side by side, the text caption really messes things up.
I can make another bug report on that issue if you want me too?
Thanks for addressing this issue!

luciash d' being □ 16 Mar 17 18:47 GMT-0000
Please re-test! Yes, for the related issue new bug report. Thanks😊

John Morris 19 Mar 17 03:29 GMT-0000
Retested and it works, you are a genius Luci!!!!! Thanks!!!!!!
luciash d' being 21 Mar 17 12:22 GMT-0000
You're welcome 😊

Jonny Bradley 21 Mar 17 12:22 GMT-0000
random test comment
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